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Abstract: We consider R-estimation in the linear model, with an eye to obtaining those estimators, and associated test statistics, 

which are optimal according to certain criteria. We obtain: (a) optimal B-robust estimators, which minimize the asymptotic variance 

at a fixed distribution, subject to a bound on the influence function of the estimate; (b) optimal B-robust test statistics, which 

maximize the minimum power of the test, subject to a bound on the influence function of the test; (c) minimax estimators (resp., 

maximin test statistics), which minimize the maximum variance (resp., maximize the minimum power), as the true distribution of 

the errors varies over a neighbourhood of the assumed error distribution. Several such estimators are compared, in a Monte Carlo 

study. 
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1. Introduction 

Jaeckel (1972) proposed an estimation method, based on ranks, in the general linear model 

y,=e,+xp+&. I) l<i<n, f?EOcRP-‘. - (1.1) 
This method is discussed at length in the expository article Draper (19881, and so we give here only the 
features which specifically concern us. 

For any B E R let Rice) be the rank of yj -x:8. Define a dispersion measure 

oJ(e) = 2 +q(q)(Yj -Ce), 
i=l 

where the scores a(i) satisfy 
(i> a(l) Q a(2) G * . . G a(n), Z~=,a(i> = 0; and 

(ii> a(i) = J(i/(n + 1)) for some square integrable ‘scores-generating’ function J(t) on [O, 11, satisfying 
j,‘J(t> dt = 0. 
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Common examples of score-generating functions are 
(i) J(t) = sign(t - +) (sign scores); 

(ii) J(t) = t - i (Wilcoxon scores); 
(iii) J(t) = Q-‘(t) (Normal scores; Q, is the N(0, 1) distribution function). 
The estimate e^ of 8 is defined to be any minimizer, in 0, of D,(e). To estimate B0 we assume that 

the errors are distributed symmetrically around zero. We then follow the procedure, as in Huber (19811, 
for R-estimation of a location parameter. That is, we consider two samples - one consisting of the 
q. =yi -x:0, the other of their mirror images 20, - q. We car? out a two-sample rank test of the 
hypothesis that the shift between the samples is zero, and choose 13, to be that value of 8, which makes 
the null hypothesis hardest to reject. For this, we let S,(e,) be the rank of Uj in the combined sample of 
size 2n. We compute scores a(i), 1 < i < 2n, generated by a function K(t) having the same properties as 
J(t) above. (For the numerjcal study in Section 4, we have used K =.l.> We then compute a test statistic 
Z,(e,) = Cl= ia( Then B0 is the minimizer of I Z,(f3,) 1. 

McKean and Hettmansperger (1976) developed a theory of testing in the linear model, using Jaeckel’s 
estimation methods. Their test of H,: 0 E w, where w is a q-dimensional subspace of 0, is based on the 
statistic 

(1.2) 

in analogy with the classical F-test. 
In both the estimation and testing situations, there are interesting problems concerning the ‘optimal’ 

choices of the scores-generating functions. In Section 2 below we give formal statements of these 
problems, motivated by various optimality criteria. The solutions to the problems are presented in 
Section 3. In Section 4, a small simulation study, of some of the proposed estimators, is described. 

2. Optimal@ criteria 

For the asymptotic results of this section we make use of assumptions l-6 of Jureckova (1971). As a 
referee has pointed out, these may be replaced by the somewhat weaker assumptions of Heiler and 
Willers (1988). In either case, we require in particular that the errors ~~ in (1.1) be i.i.d., with d.f. G(E), 
absolutely continuous density g(E), and finite Fisher information 

Z(G) = Irn @(&)g(&) dE, where $, := -g’/g. 
-cc 

We further assume that 4, is increasing, i.e., that G is strongly unimodal. Put 

C,=n-l k (~~-.fi)(x~-F)~ 
i=l 

and assume that {C,) has a positive definite limit C, as n + 03. 
Consider the xi as distributed according to the design measure t,(x) 1 .$(x1, so that 

F~(x, Y) =E&(Y -e,-@x)] 

is the limiting joint d.f. of n and y. We can write (e^,, e^> as a functional T(Fn) of the empirical d.f. The 
influence function of the estimates is then given by 

IF(y, x, 1, K, Fo) = lim 
T(( 1 - A)F, + AA,) - T( FB) 

9 
h-0 A 
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where A, is the d.f. degenerate at z = (y, x~>~. This is as in Hampel, Ronchetti, Rousseeuw and Stahel 
(1986). The influence function measures the infinitesimal effect, on the estimate, of an observation at t, 

normed by the amount of mass at z. 
Calculations detailed in Wang (1990) yield 

I 

K(G(&)) 
-pTc-‘(x-p) J(GW 

\ 

IF( Y, x, J, K, F,) = 
A(K, G) 4 J, G) 

J(GW 
I 

\ 
A( J, G) 

c-yx-p) 
/ 

(2.2) 

where 

EL = E&xl, &=y-e(+Tx, 

A( J, G) = l,lJ’t)$,(G-‘(t)) dt, A( K, G) = /lK(t)&,(G-‘( t)) dt. 
0 

Under the above assumptions, <e^,, 6’)’ is consistent and asymptotically normal, with (upon multiplica- 

tion by fi> asymptotic covariance matrix 

V( J, K, G, t) = /IF. IFT dFO(x, y). (2.3) 

In this paper we are primarily concerned with the properties of I$, which by the above has asymptotic 

covariance matrix V(J, G)C-‘, where 

V( J, G) = j1J2( t) dt/A2( J, G). 
0 

(2.4) 

When we discuss the choice of K, or other attributes of io, it will be tacitly assumed that p = 0. Then 
by (2.2) and (2.3), fie^, and &e^ are asymptotically independent, and &e^, has asymptotic variance 

V(K, G), defined as in (2.4). 
Several problems, concerning the choices of J(t) and K(t), are suggested. We state them for J(t), 

those for K(t) being completely analogous by virtue of the caveat mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 
(1) For a fixed d.f. G, choose J(t) so as to minimize V(J, G)C-’ with respect to the usual ordering by 

positive definiteness. This amounts to minimizing V(J, G). But by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 

A2( J, G) < i1J2( t) dtL1@(Gpl( t)) dt = jo1J2( t) dt .Z(G) 

so that 

I’( J, G) a l/I(G), 

with equality, i.e. asymptotic efficiency of &e^, iff J(t) is proportional to $rg(G-l(t)). 
Matters end here - J = K a @(G-l) - if one is concerned solely with efficiency at the assumed 

model. Robustness considerations, however, dictate otherwise. These choices of J and K can be highly 
non-robust, in the presence of departures from the assumed model. In particular, the influence function 
may be unbounded in y. (Note that the influence function of these estimates is always unbounded in x, 
this being an unavoidable consequence of Jaeckel’s estimation method.) For optimal robustness we 
consider two further problems. 

(2) For a fixed G, choose J(t) so as to minimize V( J, G), subject to a bound on the influence function, 
viewed as a function of y. From (2.2), this problem is then: 
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(Pl) Minimize V(J, G), subject to 

suplJ(G(+I/A(J, G) ~b. 

Problems similar to (Pl) are dealt with, for M-estimation, in Hampel et al. (1986). Following the 
terminology there, we shall say that J defines an ‘optimal B-robust’ estimator, if it solves problem (Pl). 

(3) We may seek to minimize the maximum value of I’(J, G), as G varies over a given class Z? of 
distribution functions. This is then the minima problem: 

(P2) Find J, and G, E ZY, such that 

V(J,, G,) = i:f sup I/(J, G). 
G 

Similar considerations apply in testing situations. Suppose that the hypothesis in Section 1 is 
parameterized as 

H,: e,+i= .e. =e,_,=O. 

With S,’ as in (1.21, define a test statistic T, = T(F,) by 

T,” = 2A(J, G)S,2/j1J2( t) dt. 
0 

(2.5) 

The influence function of the test is then defined by (2.1); it measures the influence on the test statistic 
of an infinitesimal mass at z. As in Wang (1990) one finds that, under Ho, 

IF( Y, x, J, K, Fo) = 
iJ(G(41 

(ldJ'W dt) 
1,2 (Xyc-1 - c;?),)“‘, 

where 

Cl, Cl2 4 
c= c 

i i 21 c22 p-q 

c’_‘= c,l 0 

( 0 0’ 1 

McKean and Hettmansperger (1976) showed that, under alternatives 

Hi: 19~=n-‘/~A~, j=q+l,..., p-l, 

T,” has, asymptotically, a non-central ,y,‘_, _ , distribution, with noncentrality parameter 

v2=(2V(J, G))-1(A,+,,...,A,,)[C22-C21C.II1C12](dq+L,...,Ap-l)T. 

Interesting optimality problems are then: 
(4) For a fixed G, choose J to maximize the power of the test. Since the power is an increasing 

function of 7’ this problem, and its solution, are identical to those stated in (1) above. The solution 
suffers from the same lack of robustness as in the estimation situation however, thus motivating the two 
following problems. 

(5) For a fixed G, choose J to maximize the power of the test, subject to a bound on the influence 
function. That is, we seek an optimal B-robust test, obtained by solving: 

(P3) Minimize UJ, G) subject to 

sup\J(G(E))1,(/,Z(t) dt)1’2<c. 
E 
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(6) We may seek to maximize the minimum power of the test, the minimum being taken over a glass ~7 
of departures from the assumed error distribution. This minimax problem is identical to (P2) above. 

3. Solutions to the optimality problems 

Solution to problem (PI) 

Since V(J, G) remains unchanged if J is multiplied by a constant, we will minimize it under the further 
condition 

A(J, G) = 1. 

We thus minimize /,‘J*(t) d t, subject to (3.1) and 

suplJ(G(~))I <b. 
B 

We require as well 

b a 1/(2g(“;‘(O))). 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Theorem 1. For b satisfying (3.3), /,&f”(t) dt is minimized, subject to (3.1) and (3.2), by 

I 

b, iftEZ,:={tI4’,,(G-‘(t))>r}, 

Jo(t) = (b/r)$,(G-l(t)), iftEZ2:=(tlI~s(G-‘(t))l <r>, 

-b, iftEZ~:={tl~~(G-l(t))< -r}. 

The constant r > 0 is chosen to satisfy (3.1). Equivalently, 

(3.4) 

b-l= _ 
/ (+ <_ 

R r 
$+)+) dx+r-l~,g,,<_~~~~(“)K(x) d*+/-- > 

E r 
+(x)g(x) dx. 

(3.5) 

Proof. For any .I satisfying (3.1) we have 

J(t) - ;t&(G-l(t)) * dt = j?‘(t) dt - F + :1(G), 1 0 

so that it suffices to minimize the left hand side of this equation. But if J satisfies (3.2), then 

/,‘[ J(t) - $(G-‘@))I* dt a /i,[b - $,(c’(t))]* dt + /,[ -b - ;&.(G-1(t))]2 dt 

= /,‘[ Jo(t) - ;4g(G-‘(t))]2 dt. 

It remains to show that an r satisfying (3.5) can be found. This follows from (3.3) and the fact that the 
value of b defined by (3.5) ranges from 1/(2g(rcI,-‘(0))) as r + 0, to CC as r + ~4. q 
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Remark. The limiting case r = 0, J&t) = sign(t - +)/(2d$,‘(O))), corresponds to using sign scores. 

Example 1. If G = @ then (3.5) yields 

b =r/(2@(r) - l), 

and the optimal B-robust estimator is defined by 

( 

b, l>t>@(r), 

Jo(t) = (b/r)@-‘(t), 1 -Q(r) <t<@(r), 

-b, O<t<l-G(r). 

The asymptotic variance at @ is 

V(J,, @) = 
r(r - 26(r)) (1 -r*) 

(2@(r) - l)* + 2@(r) - 1’ 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Solution to problem (P3) 

Note that 

A(J, G) = Cov[J(G(+, $&)] > 0, 

since J and I+!J~ are increasing. It then suffices to maximize A(J, G), subject to 

sup]J(G(e))I <c, (3.9) 

/ 
l/*(t) dt = 1. 

0 

We require as well 

c> 1. 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

Theorem 2. For c satisfying (3.11), A(J, G) is maximized, subject to (3.9) and (3.101, by J&t> defined in 
(3.4). The constant r > 0 is in this case chosen to satisfy (3.10). Equivalently, 

C 
-2 = 

/ (,9 
* r 

,> pcx, dx+r-‘J:,~~,.,~l/l:(x)g(x) dx. (3.12) 

Proof. For any J satisfying (3.10), we have 

/u’[J(f) - fh(“‘(t)]’ dt = 1 - ;/I(& G) + ;I((;), 

so that it suffices to minimize the left hand side of this equation. As in Theorem 1, this is minimized by 
J, of the form (3.4). 

The value of c defined by (3.12) ranges from 1, as r -+ 0, to CO as r -+ m. Thus (3.12) is satisfiable as 
long as (3.11) holds. 0 
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Remark. If the functions J, of Theorems 1 and 2 are considered as families indexed by r > 0, then the 
two families are identical. For fixed r the two corresponding functions, one from each family, are 
proportional. Hence they define the same estimators and tests, with the same asymptotic variances and 
power functions. 

Example 2. If G = @, then (3.12) yields 

c-2 = I + (r-2 - 1)(2@(r) - 1) - 24( r)/l. (3.13) 

The optimal B-robust test is then defined by (3.7), with b replaced by c and c given by (3.13). For a given 
r, V(J,, @) is again given by (3.8), by virtue of the preceding remark. 

Solution to problem CP2) 

Wiens (1990) carried out a study of R-estimators of location, the results of which apply to the present 
problem. We briefly state the relevant results. 

Let Z? be a convex class of distribution functions, containing G. A saddzepoint solution to (P2) 
consists of finding Jo, and G, E 5”, such that 

I’(J,, G) < I’(J,, G,) = I/Z(G,) < I’(J, G,) (3.14) 

for every G E Z? and every J. When a saddlepoint solution exists, it is found by determining that member 
G, of Z? with minimum Fisher information, and then choosing J,(t) proportional to I+!I,,,CG,‘(~)), for 
efficiency at G,. It then remains only to check to the first inequality in (3.14). 

Consider the following neighbourhoods: 

sE( G) = {F I F = (1 - E) G + EH, H arbitrary} (c-contamination neighbourhood) , 

XE( G) = {F I sup 1 F(x) - G(x) ( < E) (Kolmogorov neighbourhood), 

T&(G) =&(x-S) - ~<F(x)<G(x+6)+~,all X} (Levyneighbourhood). 

The following result, proven in Wiens (1990), extends previous results of Collins (1983), Jaeckel (1971) 
and Collins and Wiens (1989). 

Theorem 3. For each of the neighbourhoods ZYC’,(G), Ze(G) and 5?‘,,(G) there is a saddlepoint solution to 
the minimax problem iff the minimum information distribution G, is strongly unimodal. 

Remark. If G = @ then G, is strongly unimodal in each of these neighbourhoods. For FE(@) and ZE(@), 
G, was obtained by Huber (1964) and Sacks and Ylvisaker (1982); for 5?“,,(Q) see Collins and Wiens 
(1989). 

Example 3. In Z?Ej‘,(@>, the minimum information distribution G, is given by 

/ 
N”) -@[“l-a) 1-(1-&)-e > 

x>a 

G,(x) = c + + (1 -E)&) - +), 1x1 <a, 

Ha) -a(lxl-a) (I--E)ae , x< -a; 
\ 
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where a is determined from 

& 4(a) 
= --q-u) 

2(1-E) a 
(3.15) 

Minimum information is 

I(G,) = (1-&)(2@(a) - 1). 

The minimax scores generating function is (any positive U'UdtiPk of) 

a, l>t>;(l+Z(G,)), 

+(l-Z(G,)),<t<+(l+Z(G,)), (3.16) 

-a, O<t<;(l-Z(G,)). 

The asymptotic variance at @ is 

I/(],, @) =Z(G,)/A*(JO, @), 

where 

(3.17) 

@-‘(3 + t) dt + 2~24 @- ( ,( l+,Go))). 

4. A numerical study 

We have conducted a simulation study of five scores-generating functions and associated estimators. The 
scores used were: 

A. Sign scores (J(t) = sign(t - i)), 
B. Wilcoxon scores (J(t) = t - +I, 

C. Normal scores (J(t) = W’(t)), 
D. B-robust normal scores, as in (3.71, with r = 0.99666, b = 1.4634, 
E. Minimax normal scores, as in (3.161, with E = 0.1, a = 1.140. 
The value of r, in D, is chosen so that V(J,, @) is the same (= 1.108) for both cases D and E. 
We fit the model y = 8, + 0,~ + &, using simulated data for which the true values were B. = 8, = 1. 

We drew 100 samples, of size 40 each, from each of the distributions 

(1) GIk) = Q’(E), 
(2) G2(&) = 0.8@(&) + 0.2@+). 
These same samples were used for each estimator. The estimators were compared according to four 

criteria. 
(a) The estimated coverage probability and average width of a 95% confidence interval on 8,, this 

interval being calculated using the asymptotic normality of the estimate. 
(b) The estimated coverage probability and average width of a 95% confidence interval on 8,, with the 

interval consisting of those values 0 not rejected by a test, at the 5% level, based on T,” as in (2.5). 
(c) The biases of the estimated io, s^r. 
(d) The root mean square errors of the estimates io, 6,. 
The estimates and standard errors were computed using the algorithm of Hettmansperger and 

McKean (1976). The results are in Tables 4.1 (for G,) and 4.2 (for G,). As expected, the normal scores 
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Table 4.1 

Numerical results, F - G,(E) = Q(E) 

Scores Coverage probability 

(Average width) Biasof Root mean square error of (?) 

Method (a) Method (b) 
81 81 

A. Sign 
0.94 0.79 

(0.067) (0.062) 
( 0.0133 ) 

- 0.0022 
(0.1955) 

0.1805 

0.95 0.94 B. Wilcoxon 
(0.058) 

( 0.0040 
(0.058) - 0.0009 

) (0.1529) 
0.0146 

C. Normal 0.96 0.95 0.0037 
(0.060) (0.060) 

( 
- 0.0007 

) (0.1503) 
0.0139 

D. B-robust 0.93 0.94 0.0024 
(0.056) (0.056) 

( 
- 0.0009 

) (0.1592) 
0.0152 

E. Minimax 
0.99 

(0.073) 

0.99 

(0.073) 
( 0.0024 ) 

- 0.0009 
(0.1588) 

0.0152 

Table 4.2 

Numerical results, E -G*(E)= 0.8@(~)+0.2@($) 

Scores Coverage probability 
L 

(Average width) Biasof Root mean square error of ($) 

Method (a) Method (b) 
81 01 

A. Sign 
0.93 0.86 

(0.079) (0.075) 
( 0.0110 ) 

- 0.0010 
(0.2413 ) 

0.0194 

B. Wilcoxon 
0.97 

(0.075) 

C. Normal 
0.97 

(0.084) 

0.96 

(0.075) 

0.98 

(0.084) 

(-0.0090) 
- 0.0016 

(0.2097 ) 
0.0167 

( -0.0152) 
- 0.0015 

(0.2240) 
0.0173 

D. B-robust 
0.95 0.95 

(0.069) (0.069) 
( -0.0103) 

-0.0012 
(0.2031) 

0.0168 

E. Minimax 
0.99 

(0.091) 

0.99 

(0.091) 
(-0.0112) 

-0.0011 
(0.2035 ) 

0.0169 

performed the best on exactly normal data, followed closely by the Wilcoxon and B-robust scores. The 
minimax scores performed well with respect to bias, but gave unrealistically wide confidence intervals. 
On contaminated data the B-robust scores appear to be the best, followed by the Wilcoxon scores. Both 
the normal scores and the minimax scores gave wide confidence intervals. The sign scores fared poorly 
on both sets of data. 
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